
Mainmark has delivered results to thousands of residential projects. We raise, re-level and re-support homes  
and buildings of any size, as well as correcting moving and sunken driveways, pavements, and concrete floors.  
Mainmark technologies also strengthen and stabilise weak ground. Mainmark is backed by more than 20 years’ 
experience solving ground problems in the Asia Pacific region and won International Project of the Year at the 
2016 Ground Engineering Awards for their work re-levelling the Chirstchurch Art Gallery, in New Zealand. 

We continue to invest in innovative techniques that set new benchmarks for the industry. Most recently,  
Mainmark was also a finalist in the 2017 Ground Engineering Awards in both the Technical Innovation and  
Project of the Year categories.

Our technologically-advanced methods use a system of ground injection techniques to deliver engineered  
outcomes for every foundation repair and strengthening project. 

Your customers will be back to normal in no time, because our methods don’t require excavation and are 
often completed in a matter of days. Repair is fast, clean, cost-effective. There is little disruption to the  
home or neighbours. 

Proven methods trusted by builders, engineers and homeowners
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 It is quite staggering when you look at what we’ve achieved with re-levelling the Christchurch Art Gallery. What we 
thought was so difficult to begin with, now seems so easy. It’s a tribute to the Mainmark project team – their confidence, 
professionalism, and engagement with the client consultant team. They gained our trust, and they delivered absolutely on 
time and absolutely to budget. Stephen Hogg, Technical Director, Aurecon – Christchurch

 When I found we had to re-level our house, I did a lot of research. Mainmark allowed us to stay in the house, 
which was great. Our gardens weren’t dug up and the driveway was left alone. Mainmark really made a difference.
Bob Foster – Tai Tapu, Christchurch 

 Thanks to Mainmark for the job of stabilising our house. From the first meeting to the actual work done,  
we found all the crew friendly and professional. Bev and Theo - Kelmscott, WA

Re-level homes with Australasia’s most 
innovative re-levelling company



JOG Computer-Controlled Grouting lifts and re-levels seismic settled homes and buildings, raising them evenly 
and gradually around the perimeter without placing undue stress on the building or disturbing neighbouring 
properties. It is an exact, monitored method. It uses a propriety high-pressure, low-volume grout pump that is tightly 
controlled by computer to circulate cementitious grout to as many as 128 injection points.

Our proprietary Teretek® Resin Injection Solution is then used to fill the voids that form beneath raised foundations. 
Like key hole surgery, resin is injected into the ground through small six millimetres holes and expands in the ground 
to strengthen and re-support foundations.

We also strengthen foundations, fill holes and voids, and repair ageing infrastructure assets using: 

• Jet Grouting, which produces soil-crete columns to strengthen foundations on a massive scale.

• Terefil®, an advanced polymer modified cementitious fill for tight project schedules. Because it can be 
pumped at a distance from a convenient location, it is a viable choice for sites with limited access. 

• ENCAP6®, a technologically-advanced spray-on corrosion protection  
solution for ageing steel and concrete infrastructure.

Benefits to builders and engineers:

Our methods: Our methods are:

Are accurate to  
within millimetres Cost-effective

Accepted by  
insurance companies

Strengthen and 
stabilise the ground

Reduce the chance 
of further damage

Work for buildings 
of any size

Resolve existing 
damage, such as 
cracked windows 
and doors

Don’t require 
major excavation Time efficient

Guaranteed with a  
50-year product 
warranty on material

Minimise disruption 
on site

Non-invasive 
and clean

Environmentally-
inert and have zero 
negative impact

Simplify the next phase 
of building work

Convenient because 
homeowners can often 
stay in the house

Minimise project 
down time

Garden friendly 
with little impact on 
landscaping

 

Benefits to homeowners:

Fully consentable 

JOG Computer-Controlled Grouting Teretek® Resin Injection Solution Jet Grouting Terefil® ENCAP6®

Repair and strengthen foundations at your client’s home the fast, cost-effective, 
and clean way. Call us now!

NZ: 0800 873 835 AU: 1800 623 312 or visit www.mainmark.com


